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G. Richie,
'
man, Charles
"
about
Frederick
Company,
,
fit,, .6.u. a,Ker men s.iunm-- damage. In central and southern
RESULTS IN WEDDING,
Rufus J. Palen of Santa Fe county.
of it, are many.
the conversation and his refusal to
Muller. Frank P. Sturges, Prof. J. E
5. The first trial
for the two bridges, one
on board the tract, or parts
plans
Basin,
April
G. S. Moore
Wyo.,
aI1
cro)S were destroved
tojbama
Clarke.
said.
Judge John R. McFie in chambers contribute. Mr. McCormick
to be publicly acknowledged "o c.cucu nt me Arroyo sais on 'Hi- of pharmacy of New Mexico.
Floods in Kentucky,
two witnesses in the "Good, I am glad you turned him marriage
heard
Manufactures and Industries: Levi
yesterday
ace
wedavenue
Don!
in
resulted
in
has
and
the
on
the
Commissioners:
other
Wyoming
Board of Water
case
vs. Jose Refugio down promptly," said Mr. Funk.
5.
Middlesboro, Ky., April
The A. Hughes, chairman, F. F. Gormley,
here of Leroy Dow and Miss Gaspar avenue. The first bridge will
Charles Springer of Colfax county, Luceroof the Territory
ding
of Taos county, recently apPearl Hoppe of Kirby, a mining camp. cost $1,000 and the second about $300. storm did damage estimated at a mil- Leroy O. Moore, J. A. Massie, Marcel-in- o
Oscar Z. Snow of Dona Ana county,
a man FORTY FAMILIES BID
A. Garcia.
For a year Dow and Miss Hoppe have The plans seemed eminently satisfac- lion dollars at Middlesboro and in the
and Venceslao Jaramillo of Rio Arri- prehended for the murder of
named Martinez, committed some time
FOR TWO .SERVANT GIRLS. been
Yellow creek valley last night. All
New
Santa Fe County Pamphlet
as
and
and
was
tory
husband
it
to
decided
ba county.
advertise
living together
tto
wife. When they appeared here to be for bids so that the work may be be- streams are overflowed as the result
Secretary C. G. Ritchie reported that
Board of Capitol Custodian Commit ago. Lucero had been committed
Salem, Ore. April 5 So many ap- married an explanation of their proce- gun at an early date. These are im- 0: a cloudburst. Half the town of Mid- he had secured for Colonel R. E.
tee: H. S. Kaune and A. B. Renehan the penitentiary for safekeeping and
had made application for writ of hab plications have been made for two ser- dure became necessary.
The coal Twitchell a number of photographs
Dow made provements which will prove of great dlesboro is under water.
of Santa Fe county.
mines are flooded, and seven thousand to be included in the
Membe"rSof the Board of Commis- eas corpus. Sheriff Elizario Qulntana vant girls on their way from Wiscon- the statement that a year ago he and service to the city's residents.
forthcoming fold-e- r
miners are out of employment.
on Santa Fe, which is now in press.
sioners of, the New Mexico Peniten- of Taos, testified as did a boy named sin to this city that they are to be auc- Miss Hoppe agreed to enter into a
Pavements,
Notice was given of an amendment
tiary: J. H. Vaughn, Charles F. Eas-le- Sanchez, who is alleged to have been tioned off to the highest bidder. Forty trial marriage compact for a year, The matter of building sidewalks in
to the
Jose Ortiz y Pino of Santa Fe a witness of the murder. The further families want the servants. After be- and at the end of that time to either compliance with the council's ordi- NO ELECTION IN
for two
providing
COLORADO LEGISLATURE. meetings a month instead of only one.
county, D. T. Hoskins of San Miguel hearing was postponed until other ing disposed of on the block, the pre- separate or marry. The Rev. H. E. nance was then discussed and it was
witnesses could be summoned and ex miums paid will be turned over to the Shepherd of this place performed the
Denver, April 5. There was no elec
amined.
tion in today's senatorial ballot.
(Continued on Page eight.)
(Continued on Page Eight)
cersmony today.
girls.
(Continued on Page 8even.)

Territorial Auditor W. G.
Sargent today announced that X
the tax levy for the comjng fis- - X
cal year would be ten mills, a
reduction of ten per cent com- - X
pared with last year and al- - Jt
most 50 per cent reduction in X
X
two years.
This is due to the wise and S
administration of
economical
territorial affairs by Republi- - Ji
can officials and Republican
On an assess- - X
legislatures.
ment of $60,000,000, the saving X
to tax payers will be $250,000
as compared with two years ago.
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ment alleged to have beeu entered in- r
Son
to between the Citizens' company and
time
the
the
at
Tuberculosis
company
Albuquerque
of
Cured
Dyspepsia may be completely eradi- the Citizens'
compan sold its propWe sell
cated if properly treated.
to the old company. A temporTo neelect a cold, bronchitis, lunff trouerty
we
We nil
that
remedy
positively giiarante.'
Consumption is dangerous.
is asked until ble or how
to deny tney
will completely relieve indigestion or ary restraining order
know
prone people are
a
can be hail on the petition have Consumption. It is a flattering disdyspepsia, or the medicine used dur- forhearing
ease, and the sufferer is filled with bright
a
of injunction.
writ
consumption
improvement Call
ing the triaf will cost the user nothhopes ofown
Lived Two Days on Raw Potatoes
dread name and then take
hv its
ing.
Man-Kckman's Alterative, because It is doubt
.Timson
Laurence
"Oscar
and
This remedy has been named Rex-altive in Tuberculosis. No one need
ning, two young lads of Cimarron, de about it there is plenty 01 ewueii.
the
Dyspepsia Tablets. Certainly no cided
live witnesses. Investigate
Friday night, tin- 24th of March, from
Amenia, N. Y.
offer could be more fair, and our offollowing:
was
I
roof
1S08,
the
that
would
to
"Prior
Gentlemen:
Feb.,
parental
they
quit
that
fer should be proof positive
N. Y., suffering
on their located in Rochester,
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets are a de- and start out in the world
with LaGrippe, which developedme into
one
own hook. Late that night they start- Tuberculosis.
gave
My
physician
pendable remedy.
month to live. I was having terrible
ed
out
their
without
par
informing
losy
and
chills
sweats and
Inasmuch as the medicine will cost)
ents and hiked across the country to night
gone from 155
ing flesh rapidly, having
nothing if it does not benefit you, wei
135 lbs. ,1 coughed and raised continto
out
started
Whether
they
Springer.
that walkin?
and became so weak
urge you who are suffering with indi-- to
.vhaiictMl m Cin mv rulnrn
down the insurrection in Mex ually .
gestion or dyspepsia to try Rexall ico put
gave me lit- my
physician
regular
home,
or to repel the threatened Japan
box
A
lamer, who
encouragement.
Dyspepsia Tablets.
iyEckman's
ese invasion wc have been unable to tie
of
heard
clergyman, induoed me to take it.Alteracontains enough medicine for fifteen
The
learn. When they arrived at Spring- tive and
sweats and chills disappeared, my
days' treatment. For chronic cases er
night
and
were
a
gradually dithey
penniless, but caught
cough became ineasier
we have two larger sizes, 50 cents
a few days I developed
for Las Vegas. Upon reach- - minished and the
in
months
I am
and $1.00. Remember you can obtain freight
first
an
..
XI
inn- L"aleither received now appetite,
UMJJ
in perfect health, back to 155 lbs.
'"6
ttovnll RemoHioc nnlv t The Dovsll
'
Eckto
life
owe
my
word that the JaI,s llild decided not I feel certain that I
Store. Fischer Drug Co.
Alterative."
to lick us until next fall, or that Diaz man's
H.
COBLES.
E.
(Signed)
words to
Gentlemen: "I cannot find
was capable of handling his own afmy appreciation of what your
express
fairs, or they got scared, and that remedy has done for my son. It changed
into hope within two weeks afnight they rode another freight bacs despair
and without any
Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fa.
Telephone No. 4a
ter he began taking it, saved
to Springer where they were taken doubt
his life.
in my mind, it
I wish to add my endorsement to
in charge by Marshal Jenkins, who
testimonial."
word of his
WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
had been notified by their parents to every
REV. J. J. COWLES
Goodby."
(Signed)
ALL CASH PURCHASES
WITH
Pastor Presbyterian Church.
We say it for an hour or for years; look out for them. They were rather
Eckman's Alterative cures Bronchitis,
We say it smiling, say it choked with gaunt over their trip, having lived for Asthma, Hay Fever; Throat and Lung
two days on raw potatoes. They say Affections. Ask for booklet of cured cases
tears ;
and write to the Eckman Laboratory,
We say it coldly, say it with a kiss; that the next time thy start out the Philadelphia, Pa., for additional evidence.
For Sale by all leading druggists
will
be
and
the
grass
green
grazing
And yet we have no other word than
Santa Fe.
better than it is now." Cimarron by Zook's Pharmacy
this
Xews.
"Good-by.Left for Parts Unknown A young ALL WILL BE
LUNATICS IN 2160.
man giving his name as Procter and
We have no dearer words for our
Ind., April 5. "The
Indianapolis,
another known as Leach leased the
heart's friends,
Oxford cafe some time ago and start- - world is slowly going mad. If the
For him who journeys to the world's ed out to
do land office business feed- - denizens of the earth do not reversa
J
LtU tllU,
.1
their mode of living within 250 years
CREAM PUFFS, BREAD, ETC
Jn
hnnp-rFRESH CAKES
FRESH PIES
imt tiVnrt
Iur.ll
'
And scars our soul with going; thus fh
we will all be lunatics. It is just half
hi
h,lsinpaa
We Say,
terests over tn a vniir.f fpllnw nnmorl as safe to. live in the United States
As unto him who steps but o'er the Fmc
as in half civilized India, because of
nownmr Prn,to,
FOX WPTfi dnlnp- a
hiicinoccnnrl murderers. Our filthiest habit is
SMOKED BLOATERS FOR LENTEN OBSERVERS

It Is Curable

THE LITTLE STORE

Gergyman's

We Have

APRIL 5, 1311.

WEDNESDAY,

Established 1856.

Incorporated 1903

Seligman Bros. Co.

1

l

White Goods For Spring

Sweet Peas Seeds

mid-da-

25 Varieties.

Our beautiful lines for Spring represent the most complete assortment
of choicest White Frabrics both
fancy and plain. We show the best
of everything for Waists, Gowns,
Underniuslins Childrens wear etc.

I

MARCH 17th THE DAY TO PLANT THEM

-

...

inter Grocery Co.

'

it

Louis Napoleon

India Linons
Dotted Swisses
Nainsook
Poplin

Persian Lawns
Long Cloth
Flaxon
Voile

Batiste

Dimity
A

Great Array of Dainty Materials Temptingly Priced

"

Groceries and Delacatessen

C

EVERY DAY

FOR HALF A CENTURY

THE LEADING

DRY GOODS

HOUSE

P.O. Box 219

'l

I

CITY

Phone 39

tr,n

,.

-

giving their patrons the worth of their wearing clothes."
Thus did Dr. J. K. Kellogg epitomize
money, but it seems as thoueh thev
the trend and necessities of human
Alike to those we love and those we thought they were not
making monsy,
fast enough to suit them and they life before the session of the South
hat.
We say no more at parting. At life's planned a clean up. Collecting all ern Indiana Teachers' Association.
Dr. Kellogg spoke on "the new hygate,
they possibly could Saturday under
To him that passes out beyond earth's the plea that they wanted to settle giene," and before he had finished
with the Wiseman meat market, they many of the teachers, particularly
sight,
We cry as to the wanderer for a skipped out Sunday for parts un- - women, arose and left the hall, too
to undergo the final shafts of
known, leaving Mr. Wiseman loser nervous
night- "Good-by.'about ninety dollars, als this office arraignment of life as it is lived in
ten dollars, in addition to other small the twentieth century.
Grace Denio Litchfield.
bills they owed. Deputy Sheriff Wilson went to Springer and Fred Lam- - THIRD SON OF GOVERNOR
Good Game Saturday Afternoon
' SCHAFROTH DROPS DEAD.
At.3:?.0 p. m. Saturday, the Alhuquer-- ; bert to Raton in hopes of catching the
Denver, Colo., April 5 George Shaf-frotque University team will play St tugitives. Mr. Wilson returned Mon
third son of Governor John R.
day from Springer without any trace
Michael's college.
died this morning of heart
Shafroth,
of
Mr.
and
them,
Lambert
Sandonothheard
Killed Wild Cats Domingo
at
failure
the age of twenty. He has
of
them
at
Raton. It looks as
val has applied at the court house at ing
been an invalid all of his life.
Las Vegas for $4 as bounty of two though they had made a clean get
wild cats killed by him near his' home away leaving some of us poorer but
HOW'S THIS?
wiser. But will we profit by this exin Manuelitas.
Re-- I
We
offer
One Hundred Dollai-j
Detective Arrested for Drunkenness perience? Cimarron Xews.
ward for any case of Catarrh that can-no- t
Bearing in his pocket a commission
be cured by 'Hall's Catarrh Cure.
of a detective agency a man named DEMOCRATIC MICGOVERNMENT
F
J.
CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
on
was
OF
arrested today
DENVER COUNTY.
James Seek,
We, the undersigned, have known
the charge of drunkenness. Las Ve
Denver, Colo., April 5. Members of F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
gas Optic.
the
Woman's club charge that the believe him pertectly honorable In all
Horse
Thieves
Captured
Alleged
Sheriff Secundino Romero has brought women prisoners at the county jail Business transactions and financially
to Las Vegas jail Meliton Apodaca spend their time Coating in the corri- - aWe to carry out any obligations made
his firmand Jose Perea. whom he arrested dors, playing cards and smoking cigar- near Montoya, Quay county, on a ettes. They charge that many of the WALDING, KINNAN & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
prisoners in the women's ward are
charge of horse stealing.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter-Launched in the Right Way, on compelled to wear the prison garb o
nally, acting directly upon the blood
quality and purity, Butt Bros, are ad mala inmates.
and mucous surfaces of the system.
vertising today the way they have op
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75c.
ened up their drug business and speNot Coal.)
(O7042
cial attention Is called to the promjper bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
ises made in their ad today.
Take Hall's Family Pills for const!- Department of the Interior,
TJ.
S.
Land
Office
M.
at
N.
Issued
Santa
District
Fe,
Injunction
Judge
pation.
Clarence J. Roberts has issued a tem
March 10, 1911.
Notice
is
hereby given that Ramon'.,. ,
porary injunction on petition of the
MoH
1
Sanguijela Company against J. D. Martinez y Lujan of Lamy, N. M., who,,
Hand to restrain him or any of his on November 14. 1905. made home-- i
for SE 4
agents or employes from cutting stead entry No.
brush on the land of the company. Section 10, Township 14 N., Range II
April 15 has been set as the return E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make final five year
day.
School Elections in Torrance Coun proof to establish claim to the land
ty At the election for school direc- above described, before Register and
tors for Antelope district, J. W. Wag Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa
ner, L. A. McCall and H. E. Ludwick Fe, N. M., on the 5th day of May.
were selected as the board for the 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
of
coming year. This is a
Augustin Gonzales, of Santa Fe, N.
the old board. The school election
passed off quietly in Estancia Monday, M.; Enrique Martinez, Pedro Martwenty-sivotes being cast. Both tinez, Antonio Jose Garcia, all of
candidates, J. H. Buckelew and P. A. Lamy, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Speckmann were elected without op
Register.
position. rv.e Ugether with J. L.
Stub'.,. .itk. will form the local school
that our Tailoring is perfect because
bcaic
the next twelve months
that fact is well known all over town.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
mstancia Morning News.
But we may remind you that we have
E BROMO Quinine Table 8
Trailed
Horse
Thieves
received a fine line of Spring
Forest Take LAXATIV
i efund money if it alls to cure E. just
Druggists
Ranger Gaines was in Estancia Mon-daSuitings and Overcoatings and that
Is on each box 2
W.GROVE'Salgiiature
afternoon on business. He hai
new is your chance to have either or
just returned from a successful trail
both made up to your order. We
of
horse thieves, who after getWe Have Built Up
ing
give you a perfect fit and finish, and
ting a couple of horses in the Capi- tans took the trail toward Albuqueryou will be satisfied with the charge,
que through Abo Pass. In the Mantoo.
zanus mey annexed
more
several
101 Washington Ave
horses and cattle, continuing their
way northward.
Forest rangers fol
lowed them overtaking the bunch
near Isleta, just south of Albuquer
que.
They still had the horses in
their possession, but had killed most
of the cattle. The rangers left them
Cor. Palace and Waihlngton Avenuaa.
in care of the jailer at Albuquerque
where they were trying to make bonds
but had not succeeded
when Mr.
HACK
Gaines departed for his home near
Tajique. Estancia News.
From
Street Railway Fight at AlbuquerWE
LUMBER
HANDLE
TAOS
BARRANCA
que The Citizens' Power and Traction Company, at Albuquerque, filed In large quantities and have avery
Meets
Both
North
South
a petition in the district court ask- modern facility tor furnishing Uc
an
Bounds
ing
injunction against the Albu- very beat rough or dressed
Trains.,
querque Traction Company, prohibitLeaves Barranca on the arrival ot
Lumber
ing the latter corporation from tear- of every
We are thus the north bound train and arrives at
description.
ing up its tracks on South First street enabled to
make
the
very beat price Taos at 7 p. m.
from Central avenue to Gold avenue,
Tea miles shorter than any other
of such nigh grade.
for
Lumber
and from First street on Gold avenue
We will be pleased to figure on your way. Good covered hack and good
to Fifth street, and further asking
teams.
contracts.
that the Albuquerque Traction Com2wT.3c
Fas
Tliijagr
pany be compelled to show cause why
itneai Corrfort.tI.
it should not comply with the agree"Good-by.- "

IMPORTED OLIVE OIL

The Simplest and Most Compact Gasoline Engine Ever
Constructed. Its small but extremely powerful, makes
a power pumping plant out of any windmill pump.

j

j

1

ANY BOY

"

CAN RUN

THIS

'

We guarantee theFarm Pump Engine with reasonable care
to run without irouDie or oomer as long as Kepi property
lubricated and supplied with clean gasoline.

Price $70.00

fob Madison, Wis.

We can furnish any horse power engine required
work, hor sale by

FRANK F. GORMLEY,

for your

Santa Fe,

N. M

'

j

Wholesale
&

-

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

POTATOES and
SALT.

Retail

FOR YOUR GARDEN DON'T YOU NEED A WHOLE LOT OF
NEW TOOLS?
.
WE HAVE THEM, DON'T BORROW YOUR NEIGHBOR'S.
WE DO NOT GO TO SEED" IN OUR BUSINESS, BUT KEEP UP
TO DATE WITH ALL THE RELIABLE BRANDS OF HARDWARE
IN ABUNDANCE.

Its Hardware We Have it.

If

j

Sole Agents For
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
ALFALFA SEED
All Kinds of Flowers and
Garden and Field Seeds in Bulk and Package.

u"

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE

SSK45

LEO HERSCH

IS

45

EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lumber and all kinds
of building material

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

r'

Phone 14.

Phone Red 100

TH0YIAS P. DELGAD0, Mgr.

Phone 14.

Reminder

x

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

jgjr

RATON

YANKEE- -

Lump

CERRILLOS

f2STAB.fvSr
Telephone

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
Impoved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
a"nd Rancl.es; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain

FOR

C AI

p

JiLL

Modern Residences for Rent.

103

Julius Mur alter F. M. JONES.

RIDE IN THE MOON

Bm

jflBfc

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smitbirg Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

iung

YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

S626-0704-

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Palace Ave.

TAILOR.

VO'OD'YS

LINE

TO

30 H. P.

$1,500
We repair and "care for all makes
GASOLINE, .AND SUPPLIES.

SNTA

FE GARAGE

Palace Ave.

Charles W. Dudrow

MARCH

Zook's Pharmacy
Phone 213

WINDS

deato
FARE SST $5.00

Snz;

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

CALL

UP

'Phone

CHAS. CLOSSON

9

Wtea
fa

it
fte

Mfm

if

Heed
UYEKY

inyftfnr
U8L

FBrasked.

Don Qmepttr

Av.

CHAPS

Chapped, red, rough, cracked and inflamed skin is usuallythe result
Such unpleasant conditions may
of exposure to the March winds.
not be entirely preventable, but they can be made less annoying.
Perhaps we can help you, we have ZOOK'S BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL
and ALMOND CREAM for the use of all wintry skins, and to keep
your complexion perfect in all kinds of weather.
(

.

Zook's Pharmacy
Phone 213
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high quality. The celebrated draught MINING IN CHIRICAHUA
animals from the 1'nited States have
MOUNTAINS, ARIZONA.
(invaded foreign countries, shipments
Many people suffer from wcA hearts. Thev mav rxr.rr.- even to South Africa having been re District Lies Only Fourteen Miles!
ence shortness of breath on cxei..'.-- i pain
the birt.
From Southwestern Border of
corded during recent months. In North
or dizzy feeling?, oppressed hrtathin
T A GO
WINDY CITY China the wealthy use mules instead
ner iieu,s or itu-i- r
New Mexi o. Much Deeyes become blurred, their heart is not sufficiently strong
o: automobiles and the fimost are em- to pump blood to the extremities, and they have cold hands
velopment Work.
and leet, or poor appetite because of weakened blood supply
ployed to pull the "Peking carts."
to the stomach. A heart tonic and alterative should be taken
First One in New Mexico t0 Appalling Conditions in Fac. North China's reputation for mules
(l!y S. S. Badger in Mining N'ews'i
which has no bad
Such is Dr. Pierce's Gulden
The Chiricahua Mountains rising to
is, in spite of the
Chithat
the
Receive Approval of SecreMedical
tories and Office BuildDiscovery, which contains no dangerous narcotics
nese mule is usually in very poor con- a height of lO.Oiiu feet above sea level,
nor alcohol,
dition, normally
tary of Interior
As ire in the southwestern corner of Co- ings Reported
under Mlh. re Stone root (Colllnsnnla Canaden'EF?' en.'V U'tcd
... 4
a rule, the mule never
sis)
anv too(j ciuae county,
(Sanju nana tanadens,), joldtn Sal root (Hy Oranls Lanaden.
Arizona, 14 miles west
but the roughest of grass, the leaves o:' the western boundary of Now
Mandrake root U'odophyJIum Mtalum), ith triple refined
(flverine, prepared
in ccientihc laboratory in a way that no aruxxm could imitate.
the use of Doan's Kidney Pills. For RlCLA mJ
ACRES AUTHORITIES
ARE
CALLOUS' of
(a plant allied to the 'ico and 26 miles north of the north-- !
10,000
This
tonic
contains
no
alcohol
to
shrink
several years I had trouble from my
the
blood
red
up
American broom co;ni,
ern
and Mack
Their histbut, on
boundary of Mexico.
the other hand, it increases their number and they become corpuscles;
back and kidneys. It was hard for me
round and healthy.
ceana boiled in wawr wliirh tai.ee ory and geological formation seem to
It
the
human
helps
system in the constant manufacture of rich, red blood
to do work on account of pains in my Lake Charette Ditch and Reser- It
l,,af-in South Africa be little known or understood.
of Civil War to
of grain,
As
helps the stomach to assimilate or take up the proper elements from the
Joins ana any suaaen movement agfood,
as
1SS2
their!
heart-bur'lie
specifications
and
voir Company Taken Oyer
Be Celebrated With
require
Missouri early
thereby helping digestion
e
prosiiectors began
and many
curing dyspepsia,
gravated my trouble. My rest was
symptoms, stops excessive tissue waste in convalescence from fevers
grown mules, at lea V, hands high, search for the precious metals.
At
disturbed by a too frequent desire to
by Kansas .Capitalists.
lor
the
Encampment.
"
anemic,
U was a long Journey o South Africa, that time the copper in this
people, tbe Discovery " is refreshing
region
void the kidney secretions and the
and vitalizing. Stick to this safe and sane
and refuse all " just as good "
seven days on the r.i, ilway, 3o days was of little value, owing to the poor
rr.ed.ciiies offered by the druggist who it remedy, for a
passages were scanty and painful.
A message just received from D.
looking
larger profit. Nothing
Chicago, April 5 Reforestation tn at sea and 3 more da ya on railroad means for transporting the ore to!
.olden
Medical
Public statements given by local peo- X.
will
.
do you half as much good.
'1'ce
s(
Discovery
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From the Experience
of Santa Fe
People.
We are fortunate jnceea to be able
to profit by the experience of ur
The public utterances of
neighbors.
Santa Fe residents on the following
subject will interest and benefit
thousands of our readers. Read this
statement. No better proof can be,
had.
Albino Ortega, College St., Santa;
Fe, N. M., says: "I am very grateful.
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t
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he
is
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improvement, more liberal expendi-- !
not divulged until he lay dying in the
charitable institutions,
hires for
a commotion has been created hospital.
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of
all
It
prompt payment
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UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGE EX- is a gratifying contrast with conditions in international circles by Miss
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WORK.
TENSION
as
Dem
under
the
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existthey
prevailed
For y ;ars already there has
ter of Henry Clay
Young Lady Who Wished to Have
of
learning ocratic administration when the TerHigher institutions
hie, our minister
ed a community of interest among
Young Man Call on Her at Length
include in ritory's credit was in the dust, when
the
country,
throughout
Mr.
to Spain.
Ide,
Has Her Own Way.
railroad systems of the West. There, their
exnot
comdid
the
or
territorial
future,
obligations
who has been in
plans, present
is for instance, the unwritten agree- - tension of their influence beyond the mand par, when debt was piled upon
the public service
A young lady who had the reputaof
ment between the Santa Fe and the Walls of recitation room and labora- - debt and deficit upon deficit, a burden
our country tion
among her masculine friends of
adstate
of
to
was
the
true
that
left
this
is
has
since
Republican
1891,
tory. Particularly
Denver and Rio Grande, dividing
being too persistent, called up one of
our
and
followed
which
that
the
been
ministrations
as
such
repreuniversities,
them on the telephone last Monday
and Colorado between each oth- institution,
sentative at Mad- It seems
colleges of agriculture and mechanic practically wiped it out.
night, and the following conversation
and
Denver
the
of
virtue
which,
er, by
rid for two yea J took
arts and schools of mines. In su;h in absurd to believe for one moment
place:
Rio Grande has not built south or east stitutions, the faculties feel tin t their that New Mexico
aim ueiure iu?n.
would
"Hello, is that you, George? Can't
was
time
governor
a
for
a
from Santa Fe and which has kept the function is not only to educate young willingly swap
Republican
you come over tonight and see me?
of the I've got lots to tell
general
you.'
Santa Fe from building into Taos or men and young women for future use- Democratic administration, after they
Philippines
conceive it, al- have pondered these facts and in view
George Well, no, I can't. I'm awinto Farmington from Gallup. That fulness. They rightly
Living with her father at Madrid fully sorry, but I've got tickets for
to be their function to bring the of the repeated reductions in the tax has
been Miss Mariorie Ide. one of the
community of interest is stronger to- so,
to
each
the
each
other
opera and couldn't possibly give
and
research
of
year.
following
rate,
results
study
his two beautiful and. accomplished
day than it ever was before. The rethem up. Thanks just the same.
commonwealth
of
by
the
cent freight rate decision of the In- people
daughters, the other being Mrs. Bourke
She How about Tuesday night? I
of
There are so many complaints late Cockran, wife of the Democratic ora- want to see
terstate Commerce Commission has means of bulletins and publications
you terribly.
in those
and
all
kinds
by
participation
tor
and statesman.
cemented it, has made all competition
ly of the shacks and residences of
Marjorie fitted
George Well, no, I can't come
movements whicii make for homesteaders being burglarized that into Spanish life harmoniously from
general
financially
impossible,
either.
impracticable,
sister is
culture and better cond'ions of living. it seems incumbent upon county the time she tbok up her residence at Tuesdaya night and I'veMy
and has substituted for it
got to be
giving
party
educaMadrid.
New
In
our'
She
higher
bull
Mexico,
to
the
went
to
more
in
lie
fights there.
the
authorities
vigorous
among the great systems, now owned
and enjoyed them, and also enjoyed all
tional i istitutions have tried for years protection of the property of new
She Could you corns- Wednesday
by groups of financiers
of
in
the
little typical things of Spanish life
to lealize this ideal, and,
spite
with each other.
It has come to pass that it is
then? I've an engagement, but
night,
in a
for many home- that make Castile so different from I want to see you so rauch that I will
impossible
practically
It is this community of interest limited resources, they have,
succeeded. This is true par- - steaders to leave their claims for a America. Particularly she enjoyed the put it off.
which has forced the New Mexico Cen- - measure,
of College of
Agriculture day, much less a season, without their devotion of the Spanish cavalier in
ticularly
George (hastily) No, no. I wouldn't
tral into receivership; has prevented
the
and
Arts
Mechanic
University. being robbed of their belongings.
and
have you break an engagement for
It love; hishis graceful, subtle way of showthe construction of the Albuquerque-Eastern- ;
sereaffection; his midnight
on account of the nature has even happened, and not so far ing
me for the world.
is keeping the St. Louis, The former,
more opportunities to from Santa Fe, that fences, shacks, nades under her balcony and his roShe Then do come Thursday. You
has
of
its
work,
Rocky Mountain and Pacific railroad
a community tents and all were stolen. These burg- mantic and courtly manners.
I happen to have a free week,
of
demands
see,
the
answer
out of Taos and places an insuperable
All this would have been well
and can see you 'most any night.
are generally neighborhood had it not grown :oo serious. enough
A
r for methods and processes of materi- laries
rthctolj! in tlin .iv nf o v. ,1 ,i
it
But
George Well, on Thursday er
, ,
ai development. The university in the crimes and it should be comparatively
t
did. One of these handsome cavaliers,
you see, on Thursday, I O, hang it
of its faculty is easy for peace officers to trace them
and
lectures
bulletins
the Marquis de Vallos, fell desperately
Fe to San Juan county, unless some
the demands made up- to the perpetrators and to bring these in love with her and to his surprise all, I'll come tonight. Lippincott's.
also
philanthropist builds it. No amount on itanswering
more
and
more
for
A few penitentiary sen- and chagrin Mr. Ide learned that his
knowledge
to justice.
of agitation, talking, fraternizing or
culture. As time goes on there will tences imposed in each county for daughter was favorably disposed toTHE REASON.
banqueting will change this situation.
be a still stronger call upon the insti just such' offenses would work won- ward the young Spaniard. Now Henry
San Juan county is Denver and Rio
tutions to direct their work toward ders in bringing about a better and Clay Ide is a sturdy American of good
Grande territory. It is for that reason
old Vermont stock and not wishing to
solution of problems pertaining to more creditable state of affairs.
that the Southern Pacific has sudden- the
see his daughter the bride of a Spanconditions within New Mexico as well
seit
the
had
ly relinquished
options
as toward the extension of general
The approval of the Secretary of iard he sent her away from Madrid
cured for a right of way through San
and culture.
the Interior of the first New Mexico first to the Riviera, then to Paris and
Juan county; it is for that reason that knowledge
to London.
But wherever she
our
of
Carey Act project should result in then
broad
With this
conception
the Santa Fe does not throw a branch
went
the Irrepressible
marquis folmillion
of
the
the
effective
their
rapid
development
and
colleges,
university
line or feeder into the San Juan coun
until
the
ordered
father
lowed,
finally
the num acres set aside for such projects in
her back to the United States, to cultry from its nearest accessible point, ness will not be measured by
the
Thus
far
this
also
the
but
of
Territory.
projects tivate the acquaintance of some homeby
students alone,
Gallup; it is for that reason that the ber
for which so much grown
Arizona & Colorado project was fought ability shown by the members of their under that Act,
young man and forget her Span
to a standstill and that Denver and respective faculties in gathering the was promised for the Territory, have ish cavalier. But it isn't so easy to get
all sort of delays and diffi rid of an Infatuated
Rio Grande trains are now running or knowledge which will be most useful met with
marquis and now
of the state and in dis- culties but the success of the Lake it is said that be is coming to this
to
the
people
of
of
its
way. Yes,
crossing part
right
the welfare of the Charette project in Colfax county, country, too.
i the federal laws permitted a
large seminating it for
should encourage further investment
corporation to own and develop the present as well as for coming gener
under the liberal provisions of the Act MONTENEGRO'S FUTURE KING
San Juan county coal fields, then the ations.
which ha3 been the cause of enormous
to
is
Mexican
New
The
pleased
prospects would be bright for finanCOMES OF ANCIENT RACE
in states
reclamation
development
ciers like those who built into the note the activity of the College of AgMontana.
like
Idaho
and
Dawson coal fields, building a railroad riculture and Mechanic Arts in proPrince Danilo, heir to the throne of
from Santa Fe to Farmington up the moting farmers' institutes and holding
of patriotism Montenegro, is named after the first
There
is
the
ring
right
tc
Chama river and the Canon Largo, demonstration days. It is pleased
of his line, who
in the letter of President Samuel G.
but the federal government no longer see the members of the university facwas prince and
"Why, papa, the snowflakes ar
Comto
of
Chamber
the
Cartwright
permits development of coal fields on ulty able and willing to give lectures merce last evening.
bishop of that pic- black."
had the true
It
is
given.
public lands on a large scale and in a: places where opportunity
turesque
"Yes, my son. We are approaching
tone of optimism, of faith in Santa
that manner.
The Woman's Board of Trade shows
kingdom of Eu- Pittsburg."
officials
There
and
its
its
people.
Fe,
rope from 1696 to
No matter, how desirable, therefore, the proper spirit in bringing to Santa was no
no
nagging, no
1735.
There was
it would be to parallel over a shorter Fe a course of lectures to be given in
charges of incompetence, but appreciaanother
and
President
Danilo "Smith's is aPursued.
near
Gray
future
the
by
to
Santa
Fe's
railroad
rcute,
present
tion of what has been done and what
family accursed, for
who
as
ruled
of
Clark
the
and
Watson
Professors
Farmington, it will not be done indesure. His brother has just died of
is being done as a token of what will
c
i
n
e
pr
should
feigning
it
pendently, it must be done by the Den- university. These lectures,
be done in the future if there is proto cirrhosis of the liver from too much
from
1851
ver & Rio Grande or not at all. The be understood, are not the platitudiWith
that
and
effort.
united
1860.
liquor."
Dan
This
Denver and Rio Grande is not today in nous platform variety, but are intend per
'That certainly is sad. Why didn't
Chamber of
ilo
the
it,
spirit
animating
those
in
and
instruct
financial position to build the line, but ed to interest
church and .state he quit drinking?"
can focus effectively
Commerce
all
culit may be tomorrow or the day after. subjects which the educated and
"Because his uncle, who was a teeand gave up his
the wishes and efforts for Santa Fe's
In the meanwhile, the plan advocat- tured find pleasure in studying. Judg- growth and welfare.
as spiritual head of the na- totaler and drank nothing but nature's
authority
tion. The present Prince Danile will wine, died of water on the brain."
ed by County Commissioner I. Sparks ing by the advance sale of tickets,
inherit the title of king, Prince Nichat a meeting of the Chamber of Com- Santa Fe will give a hearty welcome
newsnow
two
has
Estancia
daily
merce last evening, is the most feasi- and an appreciative audience to these papers, one published in the morning olas, his father, having assumed that
Awe and Respect.
ble. Iet us build, first of all,' a good representatives of our State
and the other in the evening. Estan- dignity with the acquiescence of the
'Bindlesworth seems to rather look
of Europe some months
nations
great
automobile road from Santa Fe to Far
cia is blessed in possessing philan
upon his wife with awe."
Santa Fe. county has made
mington.
As a business proposition, ago. the
"Yes, I met him yesterday, and he
thropists.
By
in
of
HOUSE.
the
1878,
DEMOCRATIC
Berlin,
treaty
the start by ordering the purchase of UP TO THE
two dai'v
rirapers in a town of less independence of Montenegro was form- wanted to borrow $5 from me. I aska. modern road grader and, by its
ed him why he didn't go to his bank
would make the judi
Delegate W. H. Andrews is letting thr- - f'O
un cious grieve, but it is a good thing ally recognized, although, in later con- for it and he replied with surprise
board of commissioners deciding to re- no grass grow under ms teet.
ventions. Turkey claimed that it waa
construct the road from Santa Fe to the first day of the special session he for Estancia and its people, and as still an
that he was unable to conceal: 'Why,
integral part of her empire, a
bless me! I'd forgotten that the
Santa Cruz. That is the first
was on hand with his joint resolution long as purse and credit hold out, Es- claim always
resisted
the
by
banks were open today, just the same.
link in a superb automobile and wagon to admit New Mexico.
It puts the tancia will have the distinction of be Montenegrins, stoutly
whose
contention
in,
read from Santa Fe to Farmington. issue squarely up to the House. If it ing the only town outside of Albuquer Russia has given' her moral support. You see this is my wife's birthday .1"
This road connects with the old high- tacks Arizona to the resolution, it que in New Mexico that has two dail The little kingdom has always been
way to Colorado, it unlocks the gran- may be taken as proof that the Demo- ies. That is distinction enough for a force in Balkan politics, and her
aries of Taos county; it is the key to crats are determined not to let New any village.
A Dubious Saying.
king has won the respect of his EuroRio Arriba county; it will eventually Mexico in because it is Republican,
pean neighbors by the strength and
He They say that the face 18 an
serve 100,000 people.
he has shown in gov- Index of the mind.
for they know that President Taft
Thi;t Chicago should have 400 factor
to whom
She I don't know. It doesn't follow
The next party to be interested Is would veto any resolution that admits ies and office buildings without ad erning the Montenegrins,
because a woman's face Is made up
Arizona with its present constitution. equate fire escapes and that even the six years ago he granted a
not San Juan county, whose
that her mind is.
If the House, however, passes the res- federal building there has not a single
will be assured anyway, the
the automobile highway reaches olution as introduced by Delegate fire escape, is a sad commentary on
Playing With Fire.
the San Juan county boundary, but it Andrews, it can be taken as estab- American
inefficiency.
municipal
In the. Fray.
He was visiting a charming young
is Rio Arriba county. The Santa Cruz lished that the Democrats were sin- Given a big town that is wide-opeand
"Why do women who are acquainted
as
on
sat
and
society
either
lady,
they
and
to
their pledges
promises governed by such political rings as side of the
road will stop at the Rio Arriba coun- cere as
blazing fire there. entered always kiss when , they meet?"
There it will connect regarding statehood for New Mexico. Tammany, and you have the most his heart a burning
ty boundary.
."They don't when they meet at the
desire to say some
with the highways to Taos and up the The New Mexican does not object to favorable conditions for graft and in- thing not
but bargain counter in search of the same
merely
complimentary,
Chama river to Abiquiu, Coyote, Galli- - the admission of Arizona, it is distinct- efficiency that can possibly be pro- brilliantly suggestive.
article."
nas, and the San Juan county bound- ly in favor of it, but it can see no duced in this age of enlightenment
So, after revolving the matter in his
'
mind during a
ary. If Rio Arriba county can be per- logic or justice in tying the fate of and civilization.
burst of siA Family 'Tale.
suaded to put that portion of the high Arizona to that of New Mexico unless
lence, he said:
"I lost control of my automobile
s
A detachment of convicts will shortl"Oh, Miss Lilian, why are those fire- way in
condition, the vic it becomes necessary to do so in order
when it caused the accident."
to have New Mexico admitted, which y" begin work in Bernalillo county on tongs so like like your Frederick?"
tory is won.
"How did you come to lose control
Of
meant
to
the
he
her
for
not
course,
is
the
Republican
of
out
it
case,
road
the
give
Albuquerque
The New Mexican is therefore of
leading
of It?"
and
then
would
he
President
"Because
up,
and
say:
the Republican
to Santa Fe, the Goods Roads Commisthe opinion, that if any banqueting is Senate
"My wife was steering it"
to be done, it should be for the Rio Ar- have expressed themselves, the former sion being determined that the people they glow in your service," of "Because
are
prostrate at your feet," or
riba county people, if any persuasion indirectly and the latter directly, in of that county should receive all aid they
constitution possible in their efforts to construct perhaps something better.
YesI Again!
o- any arguments are to be used, they favor of New Mexico's
But Miss Lilian did not give it up.
The Wife I am 28 today, dear;
Alshould be centered on Rio Ariba coun- and, therefore, the admission of this a system of practical highways.
Looking so solemnly demure that the what are you going to give me?
ty. Santa Fe county has ordered its Territory, while both have pronounced buquerque is the metropolis of the clock almost stopped, she inquired:
The Husband Let me see!
unWhat
Arizona
of
admission
the
Territory and the main highway to the
part to be done; San Juan county is against
"Is it because they have two thin did I
give you the last time you were
formulated. Capital should be one that can be
it
has
the
der
constitution
and
to
do
but
its
a
wiling
ready
part,
legs and brass head?"
28? Yonkers Statesman.
U3ed with ease at all times of year
Rio Arriba county hasn't even been
Then followed another burst of si
NEW
MEXICO
TURQUOISE.
and under every weather condition.
asked. On to Tierra Amarilla there
lence, which lasted- until the tea came
The report of the U. S. Geological
Baffled.
up.
fore, to convince the officials and peo
that the United
de"I have just been reading one of
The benefit of the impending
ple of Rio Arriba county, that the Survey indicates
Crime Long Concealed.
George Meredith s poems."
building of a road from Chamita up States produces only a small percent velopment and exploitation of the
A remarkable deathbed confession
"Is that so? What is it ab6utt"
the Chama, will help to make Rio Ar of the precious stones that are sold Baca grant, west of Santa Fe, should
In 1909, the entire pro- in part come to this city.
"I couldn't find out There were no
This is has been made at Budapest by an old
riba county the richest county in the each year.
s
of
loot notes."
the logical outlet for the region so man named Schmidt, who died in
.territory. Commissioner Sparks has ductionwas precious and
only half a million dollars rich in undeveloped resources and the hospital tnere recently. Schmidt, who
not only the right idea but it is a prac- stones
been, a circus clown, related that
tical one, which alone will bring the or scarcely as much as the sales of people should make every effort to had
Matrimonial Amenities.
40 years ago, he made the acquaint
is
one
in
It
month.
Santa
make
notable,
Fe
new
owners
Tiffany
dehave
in
the
for
results
the
time,
greatest
Mrs. Naglelgh I suppose you are
ance of a tight-rop- e
and
dancer,
the
New
conMexico's
to
that
fromwhich
turquoise product- their headquarters
velopment of the Espanola and the
two soon became engaged to be mar r satisfied now that you made a mistake
Chama valleys, will sooner or later ion has fallen to almost nothing and duct their operations and prepare ried. One day the girl Informed him when you married me?
Naglelgh I made a mistake, all
bring a standard gauge railroad from that it has been passed by Nevada, their products for market.
that she did not love him and that she
Intended to marry some one else. right, but I'm not satisfied.
Farmington, and it will be built by while Arizona, Colorado, California,
The city authorities are doing well Schmidt pleaded with her in vain, and
the Denver and Rio Grande railroad, and Texas have entered the field as
'
but In this instance development has producers. It seems that there should iii the new crossings they have laid. then his love turned to hatred. He cut
Vice Versa;
and when the dancer
to come first, as it, had to in San Juan be a method to stimulate. the wearing They should continue in this work un the tight-rop"Woman Is a versatile creature."
county, before the Denver and Rio- of native gems in preference to those til every crossing in the city is one began her performance that evening
Indeed she Is. She switches net
Grande built to Farmington from Dur- imported; there should b an adver- that affords a clean and dry passage the rope broke almost Immediately. train and tralas her switch."
.......... :,
tising campaign that wul make New in any kind of weather.
Iha xirLfelLJ!rQn&.reat haiabt
v
ango.
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THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
NEW MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

,,,,

$150,000
80.000
Surplus and Undivided Profit Capital Stock

Transacts general banking business In all Its branches.
Loans money en the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buy S and sells domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as
are given by any money, trans raiting agency public or private.
Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of four per cent
per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal advances
made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and aims
to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects, as is
consistent with safety and the principles o; sound banking.
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public is
,,
respectfully solicited.
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MISS A. MUGLER

Mrs. E. P. Davies will be at homo
the first Thursday of the month,
C. A. Ma3ori, a paint salesman
of
Cleveland, is at the Palace.
Dr. Ellsworth Harrington
R. H. Bird, a clothing salesman
of
B" Paso, Is calling on the trade.
j
Yale University Now Is
S. D. Wilson, a clothing salesman
Observing Ours
of Chicago, is calling on the trade.
A. A. Davis, a well known grocery
salesman of Chicago, is at the Palace. II TITIIflC IC
HiflT
1
lM U
A
ID
Anthony Dockwlller, the well known HLIIIUUL
rancher at
is at the Monteau- - r

CLIMATE

NEW

K STAMPED

DESIGNS

LINENS

Ladies and Misses

j

Such as CENTER PIECES, Etc.

of An Excellent Assortment and all

j

the Materials for Working.
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Millinery That's New!
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LAUGHLIN,
W

Presideit

H. F, STEPHENS. Cashier,

-

E. GRIFFIN,

tB. Sterna

Asst. Cashier

saltan

shoe
is at
the Palace. He travels out of St.
"
Louis.
Miss Ruth Bacon is back from I,as
wue,c sue uas U(,n

i'WmA Syrian desert, Palestine and
nor in 1909 as representative of Yale
Much More
university and correspondent of HarMischief However.
pcrs Magazine, in w hich he has an in-
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THINKING?'
and take

is NOT Doing. ACT AT ONCE

BEST fireftifeW Accident Insurance Companies
Bond furnished by the BEST Bonding Company; it costs
get protection in the. BEST Companies and you are

or have your
no more to

SURE

you get value received.

& CO.

Agents, 15 Leading Fire Insurance Companies;, District Managers, Mutual Life
Insurance Co., New York; General Agents, United States Fidelity & Guaranty Co.
o
San Francisco St.
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world-fame-

Ladies Low Shoes $2.50 to $4.00
Misses Low Shoes $1.75 to $3.50

j

Patent

s

o. c. WATSON

Offices

'iilHigh Shoes

j
j
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teresting; article on climate in Febru- KIPPENDORF-OITTMMA- N,
Studying ' the clim;,.,, ancient and ary of this year, lie is a member of
FAMOUS
MAKE
;
modern, of the "fcou'hwost and lust many learned societies and is the au-.,
--'
"l
Texirn
tiie unusual oc- - thor of "Explorations in Turkestan''
que was an arrival in Santa Fe on
eupation of a visitor now in the city. l!"l"; "The Pulse of Asia" and other
the r.oon train,
His name is Dr. Ellsworth Huntington, works.
X. A. Hardeman, the well
known
explorer and author
hardware salesman of St. Louis, is at the
of "the Pulse of Asia " Dr. Hunting- CONTRACTS PNEUMONIA BY
the Montezuma hotel.
KISSING DEAD WIFE.
ton will spend several days here and
J. E. Sullivan, who sells bath tubs then go with K. M.
Chapman to the
and plumbing supplies for a Denver Rito de los Frijolt-- 'canon to
x. Y., April .".By
Schenectady,
study
company is at the Palace.
kissing the lips of his dead wife Al-- j
the cliff dwellings.
:
bert Adorns. 44 years old, of this
Sheriff Elizario Quintana of Taos,
Asked which is his "w: climate" in
was a passenger from Santa Fe this
city, contracted pneumonia and died,
the world, the learned explorer laugh- Mrs. Adams had succumbed to the!
morning, for his home at Taos.
General C. F. Easley and son, C. R. ed. He admitted, however, that in the malady and it was just before the,'
northeastern part of the t'nited States tunal that her husband kissed her.
Easley, of Santa Fe, came down on
and in Washington state he found clilegal t business., yesterday. Estancia
matic conditions that seemed to suit
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Morning Xews."
him. He is not wildly enthusiastic
Connections made with Automobile
G. Blanchard,
. Charles
postmaster over climates that are - vroly dry nor line at
Vaughn for Roswell, dally.
tind well known resident of Fruitfand, over
those that are exceedingly damp. Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros-- !
San Juan county, is in Santa Fe on
&
Although he was not prepared to well at 8: SO a. m. and arrives at Ros-- :
federal- land office business.
discuss whether our climate of Santa well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
C. G. Brewer of Aztec, the prosper Fe was much different
a thousand Rtiswell for
THESE SHOES ARE NOTED r"0R THEIR WEARING QUALITIES AND
Vaughn at C p. in. The
ous county seat of San Juan county, years ago. from today, he stated that fare between
San'a F. and Torrance
is in Santa Fe and attended the Cham-- , sudden changes in climate are possi-be- r Is
LASTING BEAUTY
$5. SO and between Torrance and
of Commerce meeting last even- - ble as was witnessed in the old world Roswell $10.
Reserve Beats on auto- ing.
)in tne year 600 A. 1).
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
Discusses Altitude,
Mrs; Lansing Bloom and child have!
When asked if this talk of altitude
gone to Jemez where Mr. Bloom is in
HAVE YOU TRIED PAXTINE r
charge of the Presbyterian mission. up to lfl.OflO feet afcting human be- The Great Toilet Germicide?
Mrs. Bloom had been visiting her par- ings is not a clever "myth" the exYou don't have to pay 50c or 51.00 a
ents, Judge and Mrs. John R. McFie. plorer smiled and said that he did
or per- pint for listerias
Dr. A. W. Furman of White Hall, 111., believe that certain people are really oxide. You can makeantiseptics
16
pints of a mr.r
and Ellsworth Huntington, of New affected by what is known all over cleansing, 'germicidal, licalina and Ueodor
izing antiseptic solution with one 25
Haven, Conn., are tourists at the Mon- this high mesa a3 "altitude."
Dr. Huntington admitted, however. box ot l'axiine, a soluble antiseptic
tezuma.
cblahiablo at any drus ftore.
"Miss Josephine H. Woods, sister of! U,at there are othr facto,'s tnat are powder,
Paztine d troys germs that causa
THE THINGS THAT WILL BE MOST WORN THIS YEAR
Mrs. George
A. Fleming, who has Important in selecting your place to
disease, decay ;:nd odors, that i.s why it
been here for some time visiting the!1!ve nicies amtuue ami numtuity.
is the best mouth wash and n:;Tgle, and
Hot South Wind.
Flemings, left last evening for her!
why it purines tiie brvatu, cleanses and
Il salu tnat statistics had been preserves tl.o
AND
til better than ordinary
home in Chicago." Las Vegas Optic!
and in sponge batliinr; it com- dentifrices,
'compiled in Denver showing that when pletely eradicates
Countv Commissioner T A
perspiration and other
a most efficient and energetic official, a dry and hot south wind blows, the disagreeable, body odors. Kvery dainty
of
crimes
woman
number
committed
is
singuappreciates this and Its many n Pongees we have the Silk, Cotton and Mercerized.
Also for your
left this forenoon for his home at
other toilet and hygienic uses.
Santa Cruz, northern Santa Fe county, larly on the increase, especially cases
we
Waists
and
have
i.s splendid
Gowns,
Faxtine
for
sore
throat.
ot assault and battery. This is attriInCamed eyes and to purify mouth and
where he is in business.
LINENS, MADRAS, LAWNS, BATISTE, REPS, SILKS &
buted tn th neenliflr n'rv
breath aftor smoking. You can get
e
"Fred Fornoff. captain of the Newj.
loiiet Antiseptic at any drug store,
hv ,hia win(, Kn lan in a ,r
EVERYTHING
Mexico mounted police, arrived last
pr.ee 25c and 50c, or by mail postpaid
I
gpCi wnen the dust accumulates peo- - from The l'axton Toilet
You
Desire. See Our Stock.
Could
Possible
Co., Boston.
evening on No. 10 and is making his
pie begin to grow fidgety and easily JIass., who will send you a free sample
for
a
in
short
Ra
headquarters
stay
nnnrrel. Tn a mnlst lint clhnnte this if vou would like to try it before buyimf.
ton and vicinity." Raton RangC
,
t
nntinhl o tt,o
Hon. Solomon Luna of Los Lunas, hecome more, or less enervated Their
has gone to Magdalena, Socorro conn n?rvS ar not Btrung to high tnslon.
iy, iui Beveiiu weeKs, to supervise nis1
ln Air
extensive sheep camps in that section
Tll
told f story of crossing
"QUALITY & PURITY"
during the busiest time of the sheep-one ranBe of mountains where 18,000
men's year. '
or
was reached on his trav- "J. Van Houten en route from Los leetnnfl nigner
ih& natlvc 1,1 nnt tua.
ls
that
Angeles to Denver, where he
JJj lize the effect of altitude but thought
join Mrs. van Houten,
stopped
K
here last night for a short visit to;" .
OI.Da
.
Mr. and Mrs. Phnrlpa WWanrl
. .
,
"
i
iiuuiciio icaiuci.i,
We have launched our
in Raton."-- Las
.nitrogenous ioous out to use a special
Veeas Omtie
"
business upon the strong
' kind ot bread
he
for
that
W. Guy Turley, who is in charge of
,,.
.
of "Quality &
4
f f,.t
ihia ..ha
wings
the ditch construction on the Sebas- And by :: ::
the air was singularlv pureas it
Purity"
:an Martin gran m Espanola Va!-- j
D
and a haf miles trom
tnre
mlght
and earth.
ley, was in the city yesterday,
ALWAYS RELIABLE DRUGS
says that a mile of the ditch has been
Who He Is.
Mr. Turley sees a great
completed.
Dr. Huntington
born in Gales-burg- ,
and never ending fidelifuture for the Espanola country.
111., in 1S70'; was
graduated at
ty to "Quality & Purity"
car Harvard in 1903 (M. A. and Ph D. in
"Traveling in a new
we expect to build to
which he recently purchased in Den- 1907) Yale 1909. He was the
presi
the top and gain popuver, Colonel E. W. Dobson, the Albu- - dent's assistant and instructor at the
..
larity as the integrity of
nnarnno
tv.t.n.mt.
nttni'ticv
ngeco.)
,
w'
"..one"
,
Euphrates College, Harput Turkey,
our purpose justifies ::
s
y
1S97 1901 and was awarded the Gill
from the Colorado capital. With him
Mraorial by the Royal Geographica,
He is known and sold the $
jji Come down and look at him in our window.
a
U1
'"en. Oneiotv nf Lnnrlnn He was member
muuqumiUB
world over for $2.50.
A new line medium price
vuiuuci iousuu sam ne ran into a of the
Pumpelly expedition to the Rusbig rain storm north of Watrous last sian Turkestan
ROCK
CRYSTAL CUT GLASS
spending IS
night, compelling him to stop for the
in Turkestan and Persia.
months
Champagne, Wine & Water Glasses Water Pitchers etc
night." Las Vegas Optic.
lit
was also member
Dr.
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BEDS A new line of Brass & Iron Beds to suit all tastes
and purses. Our beds not only comfortable to sleep in but
an ornament to any home.

FURNITURE

AKERS-WAGN- ER

EXPERT

EMBALMERS

FUNERAL

,

trav'r

COMPANY.

&

'fe

DIRECTORS
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INSURANCE.

SURETY

BONDS.

REAL ESTATE

j

WANTED
IN-

,

SURANCE issued call on or address,

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,
Santa

fe

Abstract, Realty

&

Insurance Agency.

Huntington

OXFORDS

and
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HIGH SHOES
4

in the
;

WOMEN AND CHILDREN!
The Highest Grade. ;
JOHN PFLEUGER

of the Barrett expedition to the Chinese Turkestan, spending 18 months
LAW. in
India, China and Siberia 1905-- 6 and
was awarded the Maunoir medal bv
5.
The the
Geographical Society of Paris, and
on the the club medal
by the Harvard Travel-

Shoe Specialist.

PEDRO VIGIL SHOOTS
'DOWN RAMON

PURE
BAR EL A.

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE

i'

For Hire at
Popular Prices"

t

CORRICK'S

HACK

LINE

-- "

Buggies and

Saddle Horses

THEODORE CORRICK,

:

rviv

f

i

Q

a

v

Phone Red

161

H. C. YONTZ,

i

DRUGGISTS

i

frtriidad, r'tIo.v April '1 Pedro
Vigil is in the county jail on, & charge
of having shot Roman' Barela at
following a quarrel over the payment of a debt. Barela was shot
through the arm with a rifle and am
putation may be necessary. The trou-ble started when Barela accompanied
uv iwo oromers, went to the
Vigil
home. Vigil reached for his rifle and
the trio started to run. Vigil fired
at the fleeing men, wounding Roman.

Prop.

If you want anything on earth
new Mexican want Ad.

HALIBUT,

SARDINES-DOMES-

i

WE

WHITE

Electric Irons That Stay Ho
.

I? MIL.

i

FISH.

Water Heaters and Percolaters

,

PRICES-AS- K

EASTER

AND

..

CARDS

ROSES.
SWEET

DAY

& CO.

17

BOUQUETS,

THE CLARENDON

FOR THEM

NOVELTIES

:

'

NARCISSUS, DAFFODILS

CARNATIONS,

::

PEAS, VIOLETS, HYACINTHS

TABLE

DECORATIONS,

FUNERAL

GARDEN ?hovneXLkE,.2Mgr-

DESIGNS.

-

I

LfibLJ

;

Santa Fe Water and Light Company

1

5

SOLE AGENTS
lit IV

::

NSf "11

AND

FOR

-

u,,

INTRODUCTORY

CUT FLOWERS-- -

BRICK,
ROQUEFORT,
SWISS,
NEW YORK CREAM.

s

Electric Toasters

TO

IMPORTED.

H. S. KAUNE

I11U- --

READY

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

WEDDING

VI

NOW

Frame Your Pictures

City Eggs 30c a Doz.
The Best Food Stuffs for the Best Eaters.

1

ARE

CHEESE

.IMPORTED

try g

AND

K

4

SMOKED

TIC

"

Sl"sF2

West Side Plaza

SOLE AGENTS

a

I

CO.

SHREDDED COD FISH IN TINS,

FISH,

ITpNUiTsiviCE

I ,a-

BROS.

12c 15c 20c & 30c

COD

SMOKED

1

I

: BUTT

Fort Worth, Texas, April
trial of Mrs. Lizzie Brooks
charge of murdering Mrs. Mary Bin lers Club. He made
expeditions to the
ford, a saleswoman, began here today.
Mrs. Brooks, counsel asked each juryman: "Do you believe that a woman
has the same right as a man to protect
her home?" - On .January 16, Mrs.
Brooks, the wife of ai prominent attor;
ney of Fort Worth, went, with, a revolver cpncealed hi her fir muff... to the
department store where Mrs. Binford
worked and shot her :to death.; ; c

Mackeral

'

Ourassortrnent equal to any city line.
Our Shoes

HAS RIGHT TO
PLEAD UNWRITTEN

For the Remaining Days of Lent

NEWEST

and most attractive styles for

!

Have You Seen BIG BEN?

1903-190- 4

No! 52

PUMPS,

.

Tcl.

i'"""

WOMAN

MEN

309 San Francisco St.

i

Room No. 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

Phone Black

P. P. LACASSAGNE.

jw;

In every city and village in New Mexico agents to represent
the NATIONAL CASUALTY COMPANY. If you care to repre-

sent one of the best lines of HEALTH and ACCIDENT

Adolph Seligman Dry Goods Co.

.
i

Electric Stoves
Electric Curling Irons
Electric Chafing Dishes
Electric Tea Pots
;

-

.

.
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Pink-ham- 's

I

suffered everything. I was "in bed
i or lour or live d?ys
at a time every
month, and so weak
I could hardly walk.
I cramped and had
backache and headache, and was so
nervous and weak
that 1 dreaded to
see anyone or have
anyone move in the
room. The doctors
gave me medicine to
me at, those

ea.so

J
times, and said that 1 ought to have an
operation. I would not listen to that,
lOonnects ai Colfivx wltli K. P. A S. V. Ry, train both North'and'Soutb.3
and when a friend of my husband told
SStaue'or Van Hnuton V. M. meets trains at Preston N.IM,;
him about Lydia E. Finkham's VegeN". M.. for
ntaw leave ITto
KIliiHwtBtown. X. M.. at 9:f .i. in. daily except table Compound and what it had done
indfrys, Fare is ooono why 53.50 round trip: llfty pound bnaxuxu carried tree.
for his wife, I was willing to take it.
O. A S. train liv
Moines, N, . for t tie soutti at 11 ;H p. in. arrives Irora the !N ow I look the
picture of health and
orth at 4:3S a. m.
feel like it, too. I can do my own house-worhoe my garden, and milk a cow.
C. G. DEDMAN,
VAN HOUTEN,
I can entertain company and enjoy
F, M. WILLIAMS,
them.
I can visit when I choose, and
V. P. & G. M..
Superintendent.
G. P. Agent,
walk as far as any ordinary woman,
any day in the month. I wish I could
talktoeverysufl'eringwomanandgirl."
Mrs. ltou. ISktiiuxe, Sikeston, Mo.
The most successful remedy in this
country for the cure of all forms of
ASK
female complaints is Lydia E. Pink-hamTICKETS
Vegetable Compound.
It is more widely and successfully
YOUR FREIGHT
used than any other remedy. It has
cuieu uiousanus or women who have
To ei Paso' Bisbee. Douglas
iunn t,i,i,,, TjH.
p ill

p in

li

FLASHES

He'll Have to Come Quick.
If a fellow warns to come West
to secure a home !,; will have to
get a move on himself or be counted out.
The man who comes West
ran still find a homestead or
land, but it is steadily and
surely increasing in value.
The few
dollars brought out with him will do
the work often timi s the amount in
the east.
He can h ive a home of his
own from the day he arrives here.
Every furrow turned, every tree planted, every buildine
will be liis
and he can experience from the start
the grand and ennobling feeling of
dependence which is rapidly slipping
away from the heritage
of the
American people.
a while there
may be a few discomforts incident
to life in a comparatively new country
but day by day these tilings become
less and are nothing like the time
when the pioneers came out to face
privation and chase the devil around
the stump.
There never was a better time to come West and secure a
home than this season. Every facility
is being given to help homeseekers
and we hope the new Secretary of the
Interior wil behave himself and leave
our settlers alone.- - Fannington

M--

k,

FOR

now
mg
This building
sidiius on ground forty feet above the
sea level, overlooking Corpus Christi
bay and it has a pier 1,700 feet long.
It is an ideal place for such a school
and the waters of the bay afford" a
splendid place for the maneuvers of
a war vessel which will he
kept constantly there and for the smaller
craft used in teaching hoys the ways
of the sea. The course of
study in
this school for
f
of each day
will be identical with the
high school
course, the best schools of the state.
The afternoons will be devoted
to
sailing, rowing, study of marine engines, and nautical work, such as topographical engineering, rope mending, and all those things which go to
thoroughly acquaint the student with
the requirements of marine service
The school will open
early in June
with an attendance of about 150.
The
,nlan rninnpaiinn
a cruise eacn year
in the Gulf of Mexico, to
Mexican,
Central American, and Cuban
ports
of the entire student
body on board
a
in addition to the instruction that will be given at the
school. The neonle of
n,?..have Qonated liberally of land
and
"J "secure tnis institution

ico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

-
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THE

EAST

rls

WEST

For rates and full information address

EUGENE FOX,

Q- -

P.

&

P- -

Agent,

El Paso Texas.
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WHEN GOING
a

EAST OR WEST

i

I

use the

WINES AND MINING

f.

j

-

w-

"11

.

ROUTE

rn.

one-side-

e

.

man-of-wa-

i

c.um.,..
Hotel Arrivals.

GREATEST
OF ALL TONICS
BECAUSE

GREATEST OF ALL
BLOOD PURIFIERS

for the
n
state of health. We have only
th7
importance of pure, rich blood in preserving health, to realized &
or impure circulation. The
5
great
are rapidly coming to understand the
importance of preventiSg dfsease
P00r,jr- nourished system cannot resist
Sa
geras and
that a
which purifies and
often ward off a serious spell of illness later on. enriches the blood will
That Spring is the most trying season on the
well
f year when our constitutfons are
" iS,th? ti
to stand the
strain, and unless
receives
0f bl(?0d nutriment the health bouX be affected
ThePXr
r: ,
-tircrl wnm,.f ri:- ;
aupcuie,
H(mni,.
poorifvgoefnPnP'ciet6;'
'
von tippH a mri;.;no !, u

Pinos
Altos Onerafi OTIS rn
Western Belle group of mines in
the
Pinos Altos district, Grant
county, by
.es.sis. Mciunney, Corrigan & Hutchinson, representatives of the Rio Tinto
f'nm-iisnnrvi .... . are
iu,,any
progressing. A
iim.e 01 iju men is at work.
The 500
foot shaft on the Harvest mine
has
been completely retimbered since
the
fire in that mine some months
ago,
and the S00 foot shaft of the Gillette
is nearing completion in addition to
putting these two shafts in first class
condition, drifts are being run in entirely new ground, the old drifts being

abandoned.
At the 400 foot level on
the Hearst mine, the company struck
a large body of high
grade ore. Rumor has it that a deal is
pending
which will likely be consummated the
coming week, upon the arrival of
Mr. McKinney, whereby the Rio Tinto
company will take over the greater
portion of the mines in the Pinos Altos district, now owned by the Savanna Copper company, and it is also
possible that the deal will include the
transfer by the latter company of its
smelting plant at Silver City and the
narrow gauge railroad from the smelter to Pinos Altos.
This rumor pan- not be confirmed
but those on the
ground in the camp state that there is
good ground for it and that the deal
will actually be closed next week.
Such a deal would mean the revival of
the district and
the operation of
its mines steadily by the purchasing company, which it is understood,
is well pleased with the character,
amount and grade of ores on the Western Belle group, which it has under
option to purchase and will soon take
over.
Mr. McKinney win arrive here
within the next day or so, when definite information may be obtainable
but there is every reason to believe
the deal will soon be closed.

recoS
See?

run-dow-

SfLt

one-hal-
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From Santa Fp

CORPUS CHRISTI AFTER
GREAT NAVAL SCHOOL.

elated over the fact that the recent
congress named that city as one of
ten at which a naval school might be
established. Conforming to the requirements of the act, the head of the
Peacock military academy in this city
has arranged to open a naval school
in corpus C'nrlsti early in June, the!
Aita vista hotel on the bluff two and
a half miles south of the
city has
oeen purchased for this
purpose and

in-ii- s

Two Isn't Company, It's a Crowd.
The
Advertiser's remark about
there being no need for two newspapers for Alamogordo met with pro
and con. Those who look at it from
a business standpoinl
said we are
Those who are politically inright.
clined and also somewhat prejudiced
cu
"fir notions Kinuer tnougnt,
at the matter
Jr tEUllt wh many alas, too many
irregularities. neriodic mi ns
uiuu uearingfiown reeling, indigestion,
lnilr u'ey qo not consider a news-p"- "
and nervous prostration, after
all other paper a business institution, but
T11UOT1C
lifwl f.i lwl ,, K ,7
'.ii rather a sort Qf 1vakish
ujruu iuyomryiif
t.haritable
come-ofTo those who are thus in
clined a dozen papers here would suit
better than even two.
Xo one who
has any business sense can dispute
Palace.
that an eight page
print paA. A. Davis, Chicago; R.
S. Humper for the town would be far betphries, Xew York; R.
Bird. El ter than two or more half
starved in
Paso; C. A. Mann, Cleveland; K. J.
Fultz. St. .Mary's. Ohio; J. E. Sulli- appearance papers. One paper for the
town could issue a home-prieight
van, Denver; E. li. Stern. St. Louis;
S. D. Wilson, Chicago; F. H. Dana, page pajief and that one paper could
do so with but little more expense
Xew York.
than is now employed to issue the
Montezuma.
Advertiser in its present form and
H. P. Ehrsam, Chicago; W. S. Rose, this one
paper could make something
San Francisco; X, A. Hardeman, St. out of
whereas neither of the two
it,
Louis; r. B. Stover. Chicago; Dr. A.
Aiamogorao papers are making any
W. Furnian, White Hill, 111.;
Ells- thing.
"A stay here" is no business.
worth Huntington, Xew Haven. Conn.; But
are different from any
newspapers
John B. Bid well, Taos; F. A. Hilton, other
business. We must issue and
Palomas; John Meura, D. W.
whether we
keep up appearances
Chicago; C. G. Brewer, Az- make or lose.
Xo matter who says
tec; Mrs. Ben Floyd, Mrs. R. L. Rob- thus
and so The Advertiser says that
ertson. Buckman; M. A. Ross, Albutwo newspapers should
querque;
Dockweiler. Alamogordo's
Anthony
Cowles; David McKnight, El Paso: be consolidated, and it doesn't matter
three whoops" with the Advertiser
P. X. Dannevik. Moriartv f! P Vio.
we would be
gold, Silverton, Colo.; F. Mever Den- manageraent wllWll('r
or someone else.
we
j ivepi. in euarge
ver; John B. Gill, Washington.
iare considering only the business end
of the natter. Alamogordo Adver-F- .
Coronado.
n. Davis, George Hoff, Alamosa; tiser'
"
T. Triio, Alcalde: V. TV Rwinp- iron.
nedy; C. S. Dennison, Hyer; P. P NARROW ESCAPE FROM
DEATH ON SCENIC HIGHWAY.
Dable, Albuquerque.
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Corpus Christi, Texas, April 5. The
people of Corpus Christi are much
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mvuiwuc uiai lias I Cal LHOOUj DUH- mar,y 50 called tonics are mere nerve stim-- 2
exhilarating effect, but acting
injury on the system. If your system is weak
y "PP!y- -g an increased amounTof
tan come on y through pure, rich blood
V
."""V1"' auu
Any tome which does not purify the blood is
because it leaves
the
ir.the iotcu ation to constantlydangerous, the health
Punt
prey
upon
of all tonics because it is the
med- i'- you can relon tolufpl"
UVOI
tlSIUW
j
c rtects and at
the same time thor-ughFEELS BETTER IN EVERY WAY
purify the blood. The
ise of S. S. S. at this time may
S. S. S. is a good medicine. I
keep
ave you from a long spell of it in the house all the while. It is
an
excellent
tonic
to
to
the
give strength
ickness, and it will certainly preand
tone
to
system
all
the
physical
pare you for the strain of the long members.
It gives appetite and
hot Summer. Many people have energy and makes
one feel better in
every way. I have found it also an
put off using a tonic until the system became so weakened it could excellent blood purifier. For months
with an itching skin
not resist disease, and have paid I was troubled
on the face, and tried many
for the neglect later on with a eruption
and
specialists
many remedies to get
spell of fever, malaria, or some a cure, but S. S. S. is the only medicine
that
seemed
to
relieve.
I am now free
other debilitating sickness. S. S. S. of
this eruption. I think a great deal
is Nature's ideal tonic and blood
of
medicine, believing it to be
It does not contain a the your
purifier.
best blood purifier and tonic known
to the world today.
particle of mineral in any form,
MRS. FRANK HORNER.
nor does it contain any of the
1330 East Seventh St., Canton, O,
deleterious nerve stimulants that
are used in so many medicines
canea tonics, b. b. S. tones up the stomach and
digestion, rids one of
the tired, worn-ofeeling, improves the appetite and digestion, and in
everyday contributes to the upbuilding and strengthening of the
entire system.
S. S. S. is absolutely safe for persons of
any Pe and
all who are in need of a tonic will find this medicine
exactly suited to
iiccu.
xil SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANT A 3A.
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impedimenta, are shown crossing a and one of the horns is particularly
"drift" or small stream; the camp of long and
After several
dangerous.
the expedition en route and fording
charges, the rope throwers got him
streams form interesting views.
right, and he was eventually thrown.
Arriving at the scene of action Col. The capture of the rhino called for
Jones and his cowboys get busy. The a big celebration in the
first victim is an ugly wart hog. night among the natives. camp that
There is a lively chase, but his
is soon tangled in the lariats,
SHE WAS SMOTHERING
thrown and tied. The next victim of
Rockford, Ala. Mrs. M. C. Paschal,
the plainsman's skill is the harte-beesof which they make easy work. of this place, says: "I was taken
and had
An eland' comes next, and here one of with nervous prostration,
the cow ponies adds to the fun by headache, backache, pains In my
giving an exhibition of bucking. He right side, and smothering spells. I
got frightened at the eland, which called in physicians to treat my case,
was new to him, and declined to stand but without relief. Finally, I tried
while his rider is tying up the beast Cardul, and it gave perfect satisfac- When the ropers got after a giraffe t'on- recommended it to every sick
there was some tall riding. Those woman." Are you weak, tired, worn-biungainly creatures can go some j out? Do you suffer from any of the
when they get started, and thisi one Pains peculiar to weak women? Car-le- d
his pursuers a merry chase before dui has a record of over fifty years in
he was finally roped and tied.
(relieving such troubles, and will cer- Probably one of the most sensa-- ' tainly benefit you. It prevents those
tional scenes centered about the cap- - frequent headaches, and
keeps you
ture of a particularly ugly rhinoceros, up, out of bed, feeling fresh and
It was one of the
variety happy. Try Cardul.
hog-shi-

Joseph and Jim Floyd of Raton
with their families met with an automobile accident on the Scenic Highway near Col. Ownby's place on the
north side of the Raton mountains
sa, Colo. ; Carl B. Donell, Monte Vista. while on their way for a short visit
Trinidad. While making a sharp
ColoJohn Colwell. Monro vtta
Colo.; Tim They and family, St.! turn at a fair rate of speed and enLouis, Mo.; J. M. Wallide, St. Louis, deavoring at the same time to avoid
over
Mo. ; Ralph Johnonerecco, Tierra Am-- a rut, the auto made a shoot
the embankment and precipitated
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
arilla; Miss J. II. Norton, Chicago, 111.;
with its occupants into the bed
W. J. Rigen, San Marcial, N. Mex.; J.
CITY OFFICE IN
of the arroyo,
twenty-fivfeet
A. Huges, Palo Alto, Del.; Peter
Presence of mind in the driver
Estancia, N. Mex.; George H.
need and wite and baby, Waterville, prompted him to steer the machine
NEW MEXICAN DLDP
and
Maine: Andy Casey, Dawson, N Mex-- ! sliUHrely ov'1' ,Ue emDankment
down its precipitous side, thus
OR
venting the machine being upset and
OF U. S.
'
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. ' I)rVentinS what might easily have
been a most serious accident.
Fate FAUNA OF MOOREFIELD
SHALE OF ARKANSAS.
A new list of publications
of the j 0ldailHd this lime that the only
States Geological Survey, just'ous resu,ts f1" the occurrence
Major John W. Powell, former 'Diissued, contains the titles of more' tnan shoum be a broken rear wheel for
a thousand books and pamphlets. ' lDe aluo an" a "ad'y tnghtened set rector of the United States Geological
Those who saw the Surevy once told a Congressional comThese reports cover a wide range of ;of PassnSrs.
' car
aftr lts l'lunge declare that such mittee that paleontology, the science
before the Territorial Supreme Court. subjects. They include not only naners
on
accident would not turn out as of fossils,' is the geologist's clock, by
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Office: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe, N. M. on geology and topograuhv but ranorts
water resources and on technology fortunately once in a hundred times which he determines the time in the
"
MI if
The Geological Survey was the nurs and that the occupants as well as the world's history when the beds conSAN
PROBERT & COMPANY
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
DIEGO,
fossils
were
the
SAN FRANCISCO,
machine
taining
are
indeed lucky in avoiding
deposited.
ery of the United States Reclamation
Investments
LOS ANGELES,
Raton llie illustration is notably exact.
Service, and the Bureau of Mines, most serious
consequences.
OAKLAND,
Lai ds, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
Geologic time is divided into periods
which now, in full growth, are carry Range.
April, 18, 19, 20,
Chas. F. Easley,
Chas. R. Easley
April, 18, 19, 20,
are
Money Loaned for Investors
that
characterized
the
existence
by
ing along successful work begun by
Santa Fe,
12,
May,
13,
14,
Estancia,
We have for sale general stocks of the Survey years ago.
certain
A
May, 12, 13, 14,
plants and animals.
The Survey, COUNTY COMMISSIONERS VISIT
EASLEY & EASLEY,
LA BAJADA HILL. smaller or larger number of species
Retail
Merchandise,
Lumber
Yard
still
continues
however,
its
work
on
Attorneys-at-Laand other Business
Chairman of the Board of County survived from one period to another,
Opportunities water resources and includes discus- SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.,
sions on technology in its annual vol-- Commissioners I. Sparks, Commission- - and in general these are known and
throughout Taos county.
WILLIAM McKEAN
Bank
References
u me "Mineral Resources of the United er Alfredo Lueero,
however,
Furnished
Occassionally,
" acounted for.
Assistant
Attorney-at-LaOne way via Portland or Seatle,
it is discovered that in some regions
Taos,
New Mexico.
April, 18, 19, 20,
A glance at this list will torial Engineer Neel and Land
Mining and Land Law.
were
the
more
survivals
and
extensive
May, 12, 13, 14, 29, 30, 31.
the great diversity of the sub-- missioner Ervien visited La Bajada
New Mexico.
Taos,
DR. C. M. RILEY,
jects considered and the manifold na-- ! Hi" yesterday afternoon, making the striking than had previously been ex
J
and
The trip in an auto which had to be well pected, and such survivals are natuVeterinary Physician
C. W. G. WARD
Surgeon. ture of the science of geology.
Graduate of McKillep's Veterinary reports include discussions of eeoloe- hooded during the storm. But the rally of more than usual scientific inTerritorial District Attorn :y
terest. One of these is found in the
1911
For San Miguel and Mora Counties College of Chicago.
jic chemistry, mineralogy, petrography, autoists had a good chance to see the
Moorefield shale, a formation of CarAll
of
Work
ani
as
road
well
Solicited.
Kinds
as
work
ore
paleontology,
were
and
Las Vegas,
done, anyway,
New Mexico.
boniferous age in northern Arkansas.
a Specialty
position and other matters of very much impressed.
Attention was first called to this in
Office: Chas. Closaon's Barn.
Much of the
practical importance.
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
of
Mr.
the
Speaking
Sparks said
trip
Day Phone Black 9.
'Surveys late work has been directed tcday: "We wanted the other com teresting occurrence several years ago
Attorneys-at-LaS. Williams, of Cornell
of
Colonist Tickets on Sale Until April 10, 1911
tn"
mineral
sU,dy
Practice in tae Distri t Court a3
deposits of missioners to see what can be accom- - by Prof. II.
Nfight Phone, Main 134. lt:)
economic value.
The work done in lilishpn llV a
well as before the Supreme Court of
rlivantfkri un
c.r. University, hut he did not describe
the fossils in which the Interest espeIf you want anything on eartu try ls'ncl Ossification has not yet. found tematic effort.
the territory.
Mr Lucero enloved
centers nor those associated
m
cially
iieu
a
re-the
New
in
!
Mexican
expiession
wh
Las Cruces,
Want Ad.
the trie. v
Survey's
New Mexico.
Mt.,,,i
For Particulars Call on, or Address,
ports, but some papers prepared as a 'the good road fever.' We are anrrv with them. - These fossils are now
first
in
ot
described
recent
a
land classification
result
bulletin of
E. C. ABBOTT
surveys that Mr. Jose Ortiz y Pino did not
the United States Geological Survey
H.
been printed annually in bul-- .
S.
Attorney-at-LaAfcnt.
company us as he considered
the
let.ns entitled "Contributions to eco-'- . weather too
(Bulletin 439, by George H. Girty,
Practice in the District and SuM.
N
Santa
the
Despite
threatening.
Fe,
"
which
and
illuscontains
nomic geology
The list may be ob- - storm we were able to see a
descriptions
preme Courts.
Prompt and careful
good trations of 89 species of fossils.)
ained by applying to the Director of deal and
attention given to all business.
the trip was made without
The bulletin may be obtained by apthe Survey, at Washington, D. C.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
accident."
plying to the Director of the Survey at
CONVENTION FARES
Washington, D. C.
HARRY D. MOULTON
VIA
STARTLING PICTURES AT
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
RAILROAD
Carrying the U. S. mail and pas- at the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
ELKS' TOMORROW NIGHT. sengers between Vaughn, N, M.,
and
Special automobiles furnished to acTo
Attorney-at-LaPictures of w:;d animals as they Roswell, N. M.,
connecting with ths commodate any number of passengv' )
Los Angeles, Cal.
are
$49.15
being lassoed in Africa will be El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is- to
make special connections with am
seen at the Elks' theater tomorrow land Railroads
Oakland, Cal.
$50.90
and the Atchison,
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
for
one
and
Sao
night
Cal.
N.
M.
Francisco,
Santa Fe,
$50.90
night only.
& Santa Fe Railroad.
New Mexico Central Railroad at TorThe pictures are of fine photoLeaves Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., ar rance for Santa Fe, N.
ON SALE
M., by comgraphic quality from start to finish, rive In Roswell at
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
3:30 p. m.
with Manages of tne Rosmunicating
19 and 20, 1911
and
most
close
done
of
Is
work
18,
the
APRIL,
a
Contests
Claims
and
Land
Specialty
Leaves Roswell at 12:30 . m., ar--! well Auto Co., at Rcsweil,
USED THE WORLD OVER TO CURE A COLO
N. M., at
up to the camera, so that every move rive In
Return Limit, June 30, 1911
III OHE DAT.
Vaughn at 6 p. m.
, least 24 hours In advance.
ment
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seen.
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Rate to
Beginning
For full particulars call at
Ftfl
G. W. PRICHARD
9 FA
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IV.
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1UB.
tut special, $40 to accomodate
Always remember the full name. Look
start of the expedition from Nairobi
i
four or
TTl
Law
at
Counsellor
and
Attorney
UNION DEPOT or Gen'l. Office
the pictures take us for miles across each regular ticket, excess baggagejl fewer passengers to either point
for this signature on every box 25c.
Practice In all the District Court'
the veldt and jungles to the game
and gives special attention to cases
country. The big ox carts, loaded with
Capitol.

Pete Hodges, Estancia. N. Mex.;
Santias Yynzia, Las Cruees, X. Mex.:
William Annibal, South Indiana; L. H.
Annibal, Ohio; T. D. Pagdett, Alamo-
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naturally ask this simple question:
Are warships
that arc not good

PROGRAM
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FOLEY'S
HONEY TAR

WANTS

enough for Germany good enough for
Does she need them to
Turkey?
keep order within her frontier or to
beat off attacks by h.-neighbors?
FOR ALL COUGHS AKD COLDS
Would they be sufficient to enable her
FOR SAI.K-Fi- ne
to
Piano and
uphold her pretentions jn Crete
For bronchitis, hoarseness v.r.n
All Agree.
careful observer that poluical conditAguu
Fria.
goods,
of
the
Is
will'
It
against
Greater
Will
Europe?
a
aa
io.'!:
traffic,
in New Mexico are in a doplo-ablFor the liquor traffic
Making
Progress
tickling in the throat. Especially
o overawe
they not be superfluous
there is absolutely nothing to be said.
state of chaos. The Republican
recommended
for
children
World in GenThan
and
FOR UENT-Ho- t.se
furnished or
the Greek fleet and the inhabitants of delicate
If it were possible to wipe the traffic party after many years of promises
persons. No opiates. A
unfurnished. D. L. Lowitzki
the
eral
interior?
Supposes
there
have failed most signally to secure
from the face of the earth,
medicine, not a nnrcnhV
T!.
"The Argentine Republic, Urazil and i3ee Hive on the
would be no doubt as to the attitude for New Mexico the coveted 3tatehood
is the,
FOR RKN'T :i furnished moms on
carton
bpain are falling over one another to mark of the
which would be taken by the average for which we all have long and paPalace ave. S. New Mvicr,n
Refuse
genuine.
ADDRESS
BHRENCH
BARON
it
be
buy
would
at
traffic
the
ad
battleships,
supprescitizen. The
apptar?.
tiently clamored. Our congressional
substitutes.
vue of the gentlemen who travel for
Mr. Otto ran,
sed by an overwhelming vote Ariz- representative, Mr. Andrews,
Wis.
(the
Milwaukee,
TYPEWRITERS.
"
'
the makers of armaments: and Rus sas Foley's
TAKE A LESSON FROM THE HEN.
man who does things?) demonstrated
ona Republican.
Honey and Tar is still
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
'and
Unfortunately
is
sia
Europeaus
likewise,
more
doing
the
despite
than the best. He writes
his absolute weakness when In our
platens furnished.
Ribbons and
nAmericans See Only Surface Douma. This wil go on until they "All those that bought it think it us,is
j. h. TAniMor.E.
hour of need (his home state), the
Perhaps.
sold. exch,'Lr.ired
Typewriters
Mr.
a
tukp
are
, the best
stopped by the voice of the
The Arizona statehood crowd ia off Pennsylvania delegation not only de- for coughs and colds they
mil rented. Standard makes handled.
of Things.
l'rurn thr, fiiimry hen;
and all this folly will die of its ever had and
tu Washington again, and the figures sertcd him, but cast Its vote against
All
think it is still more Ifmv b!i.' IduiIIy inlvfrtlsea
work and typewriters guar- own excesses, of the absurdity of the than the best. Our baby had a bad
Her gTeat usi fulness to
of several Arizona place hunters are New Mexico's constitution,
Untee,!.
santa Fe Typewriter Ex
San Francisco, April 3. Peace
cold
it.
to
it
and
which
consequences
It
cured him in one dav.
conspicuous in the aggregation
leads, and
change. Phone 231.
In BrnaIiUo and otner countjS
nliout It
is beginning to make some
lays an esrg, then t
of science. riease accept thanks."
s the world krmw what she's done.
finally by the progress
Sold bv all
may be that they will retuurn home strife and contmtion among tn
progress in Japan, according
to
the which is rapidly tending to
ne s not like the l;tzy rooster.
with statehood accomplished, but it
prove that druggists.
f and tl)
erg ,
of the Karon d'Estournolles do Constant, the
Crowing at the risln sun.
most of the aggressive expenditure
a pretty safe proposition that some of
FRATERNAL SOCIEIIES
,g
Beriouslv distinguished French
par(y
being impalred
scholar who we decorate with the name of
o hen you've done a thlni.' that's worth v.
uie consuiuuonai ianga win
patriotthrough greed and avarice of the dom-- has been advocating the cause of
"hen you've rot somethlm- to sel- lism ia a mere delusion so far as its velopments will make the motor car ,i
tiacted. El Paso Times.
factions within its councils.
ternational conciliation during an t
Why, Just emulate Old Dorking.
MASONIC.
When subma- ormietitor of the railroads not only in
utility is concerned.
Advertise and do It well.
is therefore manifest that New tended tour of this country.
.Montezuma
rines
and aerial navigation have real- passenger but also in freight, bringing
Wor'.d.Tarantula Juice and Loco Weed. Mexico's
Lodee
Advertising
-for statehood
and
One of our objects," he said in a ized the
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
What do you suppose would be done liberation hope
progress expect, il of them; the trade of San Juan countv to Santa
from the clutches of boss- - speech
today, "is to establish eonnect-isr- when wireless, telegraphy and electric Fe. The board of county commissionto a man in Luna county were he
Kegular communiHONEST ADVERTISING.
and gang rule must come from ions in all countries so as to
cation first Monday
obtain power transmitted to a great distance ers is considering the advisahilitv of
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to him.
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Fraud.
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m n who have commissioners has adopted a plan for legislature of Pennsylvania
of any western community against it The
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entire southwest is falling in bravery of her people and her
high tried to serve their
and woe to the man caught in this line determined to
citizens a comprehensive system of good roads, the present session to prohibit the
Santa Fe Chapter No.
restore government moral aspirations.
But at the same and promote peace of the world
and the road to Santa Cruz wil! be the printing of fraudulent or misleading
But what if a to
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by
1. H. A. M.
the people, to wrench from the time her future inspires uneasiness
first
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Advertising
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link, that up the
"In the meantime we
this peace-lovincommunity about as
JOHN H. WALKER,
The
tnls ambition to follow the same mis- - see such statesmen as ;ire happy to Chama valley in condition, the work Law in Pennsylvania," by Elton J.
long as the proverbial snowball in you from future of New Mexico demands taken course
Count Okuma
H P.
of
the
editor
Buckley,
as modern Europe? Will take our ideas into
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